Naming Options for Jelkes Creek – Fox River “GROUP”

Current GROUP’s Active Members Include:

**These Groups Will Be Combined Once a Draft Plan Is Completed and Together You Will Elect Leadership.** This group is then charged with the tasks of implementing the watershed plan and prioritizes projects. Additional tasks are not limited to but could include:

1. Accepting/requesting a fiscal agent, becoming a foundation, 501c3, etc., or setting up dues/fees
2. Create bylaws and hold meetings
3. Attend municipal meetings and/or provide opinions to resource agencies when solicited or when the Group deems necessary.
4. Be Familiar with the recommendations of the Final Watershed Plan
5. Coordinate with regional/local resources to enlist support for the Group’s goals
6. Submit/administer/coordinate future grants for projects within the watershed plan
7. Encourage & support mitigation of flood prone properties where feasible
8. Work with and be a voice for landowners within the watershed

**Choice 1:** To have a temporary name until the planning is finished and then allow the elected/selected group to re-name themselves in May 2012

**Choice 2:** To choose a title now that represents both the planning and implementation groups. This will require the Kane DuPage SWCD allow both Committee’s to comment on the suggested name and decide.

WORD BANK:

Jelkes Creek – Fox River or JCFR...
- Coalition (JCFRC)
- Work Group (JCFRWG)

Initially:
- Planning Group – (JCFRPG)
- Planning Council – (JCFRPC)
- Watershed Planning Group – (JCFR WPG)

After:
- Foundation – (FCFRF)